Outdoor Learning and PE Autumn 2019
Week 1
Year 2 Furness Abbey
Learning Outcomes:
English/History/Geography
1. to observe a significant historic place in their own locality.
2. ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge
3. listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers
The first outdoor learning of the year took Year 2 children to Furness Abbey to look at
the ruins and consider what life would have been like for the monks who once lived
there. They were involved in problem solving to work out what each part of the ruin
represented by using the map and features of the environment. E.g. a running stream by
the kitchen.

Children were able to use the maps provided by
Furness Abbey to locate different aspects of the
Abbey
blueprint. They described directions using
.
left and right, north, south, east and west. The
children were interested in finding out the old
names used on the map and solving problems to
decipher what we would now call the room; e.g.
Infirmary been a hospital, Chapter house being the
library. The children asked lots of informed
questions. They were particularly interested in what
the Abbey would have looked like whilst still fully
standing. After lunch we went for a walk and talked
about different shades of colour that could be seen.
On return to class they talked about the different shapes they saw and in particular the arches
where once stood the stained glass windows. They talked about how these are sometime
symmetrical patterns and designed their own interpretation of what they may have looked like.

Reception Outdoor Learning
Learning Outcomes:
Physical Understanding the World and Physical Development:
1. Children show good control and co-ordination in large and small movements.
2. They move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space.
3. Talk about the features of their own immediate environment
For the first trip out as a class, Reception children headed off to Barrow Park. Many of
the children have been here before so it was a familiar place to allow them time to
learn how we need to behave on trips when out amongst other adults and children who
may also be visiting the area. The children were encouraged to look for signs of Autumn
by recognising the changes in leaf colour and how the leaves were beginning to fall to
the ground. After a short walk, giving the children space to run but follow instructions
to stop, they were given the chance to share some time on the adventure play
equipment.

For a first visit out the children did
really well. Lots of children who have
yet to really have longer conversations
in class were able to chat freely with
each other and adults in the group.
They loved talking about the different
birds we saw and one explained how he
knew that the geese would soon be
leaving to migrate because it was
getting colder! They shared the play
equipment well and challenged their
small bodies to some big challenges!
We have some very adventurous
children in Year Reception!

Week 3
Year 6 Paddle Sports
Learning Outcomes:
1. take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges both individually and within a
team
2. to utilise the experiences of adventure and environment to support and enrich their
learning across the broader curriculum
This session was an owed final session to complete the Paddle Sports Programme that
the children had taken part in over their time in Year 5. In previous sessions they have
been taught objectives that cover leadership, safety and skill in a canoe., with the hope
they would achieve BCU Paddle ‘Start’ certificate. This particular session was a
celebration of what they had achieved and a chance to simply enjoy Coniston as a
competent paddler. At the send of the water journey, the finale was a set of “silly”
water games!

The children were all amazing today. Considering the last time they were on the water in
a canoe or kayak was April, they have retained their confidence, skills and enthusiasm.
The children were given a choice of vessel for today; some opting for the kayak, others
choosing to share a rafted canoe with friends. ALL children who began this program f
study have achieved BCU Paddle 'Start' Certificate, some not far from Discovery level.
We will be able to work on this when the children return to Waterpark for their week
residential in June 2020.

Reception Outdoor Learning
Learning Outcomes:
Physical Understanding the World and Physical Development:
1. Children show good control and co-ordination in large and small movements.
2. They move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space.
3. Talk about the features of their own immediate environment about the features
of their own immediate environment.
This week, Outdoor Learning in Reception took us on a nature walk to Mill Wood. The
children were told before they went that there would be some animals to look out for.
They had to predict what these might be. There were lots of sensible thought out
answers and some rather more peculiar predictions! On the journey there, we talked
about what type of place these animals would live and maybe the children needed to
rethink their guesses!

The children had a wonderful time spotting the different animals. They shouted to their friends
to catch up to see and then raced on to find the next animal. We talked to the children about how
to stay safe and not to put their hands through the fence. The children enjoyed the stepping
4
stones and making echoing calls through the tunnel. They found a huge tree and tried out their
climbing skills! Many of the children enjoyed collecting dandelion seeds and watching the seeds
blow away. They managed a BIG hill climb and waved to the train passengers as they passed by.
Lots of opportunities to acquire new language and work on gross motor skills.

Week 4
Year 1 Outdoor Learning – Birkrigg
Learning Outcomes:
English/physical development
1. To explore descriptive language when describing a setting.
2. To role play story events.
3. To climb, run, walk on different gradients and surfaces.
The day began with an adventurous climb to the top of Birkrigg Fell. For our young
children, this is indeed a sizeable challenge. They looked for signs of animals – lots of
sheep due to the sheep poo! They also found a huge beetle and loved the “sparkling”
siders webs amongst the ferns. We talked to the children about directions and when
choosing different paths. After the walk, we headed to the Manjusari Centre to use
the woods for our “Wild Rompus” like Max and the Wild Things from their class text,
Where the Wild Things Are.
Children were heard
describing the views and
wildlife they spotted. It
was great to hear Reece
use directions North.
South, East and West.
He told us he’d seen this
in Year 2 classroom! The
children loved the
reading in the woods of
Where the Wild Things
Are, joining in with lots
of the words. They
especially enjoyed the
Wild Rumpus! They
showed their sharp
teeth and roared their
terrible roars! The trip
was a real success and
children gained lots of
experience from it.

Outdoor Learning Reception Class
Learning Outcomes:
Physical Understanding the World and Physical Development:
1. Children show good control and co-ordination in large and small movements.
2. They move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space.
3. Talk about the features of their own immediate environment about the
features of their own immediate environment.
This week Outdoor Learning took Reception class to Walney Beach. The intention was
to give the children a different surface to walk on and compare to the previous weeks
in the woods and park. The children were thinking about how the sights, sounds and
smells were different. The children were also thrilled to be joined this week by our
visiting teachers from Pretoria, South Africa, for who a trip to a beach a rare treat.

The children loved jumping the waves and throwing stones
into the wild sea. They loved the feel of the wind and spray
off the waves. Some of the children said they’d never been
as close to the sea when it was so wild! They drew in the air
with ribbon wands. New vocabulary opportunities were used;
children describing the waves, the texture of the stones and
what they imagined lived beneath the waves. They finished
the morning with a play on the adventure play park.

Manchester United Trip
Fourteen lucky children had the opportunity
tonight to travel to Manchester to see
Manchester United play Rochdale in the
English Cup. The children had excellent seats
in the Stratford end and joined in with the
singing and fabulous atmosphere for the entire
night. They were lucky to see a goal from both teams which meant they were then able
to watch an exciting penalty shot out – ending in a Manchester United win much to the
delight of the children (and staff!).

Week 5
Year 5 Outdoor Learning
Learning Outcomes: English/Geography/Art
1. to recreate scenes from a class text
2. to understand physical characteristics of different landscapes (mountains and town)
3. to work harmoniously in a team to complete a task
4. to sketch the land scape in proportion
Previous to the Year 5 Outdoor Learning Day, children had enthusiastically designed
and built their own Iron Men. These Iron Men were extra passengers on the trip –
looking very funny sat on knees on the school buses! The children were firstly tasked to
dig a hole large enough to bury their sculpture before Mrs Broadbent read a passage
from the text for the children re-enact.
The second part of the sand hill visit was to observe the landscape; describing what
they saw and recording images in sketches. Finally, we headed off to a different
vantage point that overlooked the town of Barrow. Using OS maps, the children located
and named landmarks and described the differences in what they could see.

The re-enactment worked really well, the children
remembered key aspects of the scene and were ready to
act out without prompting. They clearly enjoyed the story
as all children participated in this activity. Children were
able to identify the different geographical features around
our locality, and were able to make comparisons when we
were back in the classroom. They enjoyed being able to see
their town from a different perspective. Most children
worked well together in a team to dig their Iron Man pit
and bury him. Some children clearly enjoyed the location
more than the activity as they often struggled to help their
team out as were enjoying the sand dunes! A successful trip
that incorporated lots of different aspects of our learning.
They have been able to make links and talk about the trip
since arriving back.

Outdoor Learning Reception Class
Learning Outcomes:
Physical Understanding the World and Physical Development:
1. Children show good control and co-ordination in large and small movements.
2. They move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space.
3. Talk about the features of their own immediate environment about the
features of their own immediate environment.
This week Reception Class made a short visit to a different beach. The weather was
against us this week but they really wanted to collect shells for the outdoor area in
school. The beach at Bardsea is very different to the one on Walney and set different
challenges for the children; there are huge rocks to clamber over, and very soft sands
to avoid.

The children were set a task of finding and
sorting different types of shells. They were
very interested at what might have once lived
or still lived in the shells. It was good to hear
them using vocabulary that they had learnt
from last week’s visit to a beach and
transferring it to this week. This week the
children were drawn to their own interest and
confident to work with a friend in either
sorting shells, building a fairy village,
decorated in shells (all of the same type – that
was the rule!), clambering on rocks or looking
for sea life in the rock pools. One little girl
found a mermaids lost purse – how could the
mermaid possibly go shopping now?!

Week 6
Outdoor Learning Year 3
Learning Outcomes: English/Drama and Geography
1. Ask relevant questions and using different types of scientific
enquiries to answer them (leaf identification)
2. To pre-learn vocabulary linked to the setting for our next book in
English
3. To develop the use of geographical knowledge, understanding and skills
to enhance locational and place knowledge.
Year 3 headed out to Broughton for a walk along the old line that once ran all the way
to Coniston. This walk was planned by Mrs Stinger, who know the area very well, as an
opportunity for not only gathering new experiences and vocabulary, but a safe place for
the children to feel freedom to run. There are fewer and fewer places we feel safe to
let children do this, so today was a great day to feel free! The walk took us down the
old line, through kissing gates, over a style, on a rope swing, under trees, round a lake
and pass by a Broughton Towers!

Children asked adults many questions on their trip out - they asked what various natural objects
were, such as acorns and conkers (words that are in the "Lost Words" book and used a leaf
identification chart to correctly identify leaves. Before we went out, we looked at specific words
linked to the environment and landscape en route, such as estuary, embankment, tarn, pond, path.
Children have used the words in their recounts. We looked at maps before we left so children could
see that we were following the Duddon Bay estuary from Barrowi-n-Furness, by-passing Dalton-inFurness, then through Askam-in-Furness, past Kirkby-in-Furness to Broughton-in-Furness. They
identified the link "in Furness" and learnt that it applied to the peninsula (new word) of Furness. We
looked at maps of the area we were going to walk through too, identifying key vocabulary. This is
helping children to see Barrow as a place at the end of a peninsula and on the edge of two estuaries Duddon and Morecambe.
The children have talked enthusiastically about the trip and currently completing recounts.

Outdoor Learning Reception Class
Learning Outcomes:
1. Physical Understanding the World and Physical
Development:
2. Children show good control and co-ordination in large
and small movements.
3. They move confidently in a range of ways, safely
negotiating space.
4. Talk about the features of their own immediate
environment about the features of their own
immediate environment.
Reception class headed to Abbey Woods this week. This week was an extra special
outdoor adventure as they took along Supertato – they wanted to show him there was
life beyond a supermarket shelf!

There were lots of opportunities to use our gross
motor skills today. The children are getting more
adventurous week to week. Lots of tree climbing
and showing Supertato what they could do! The big
rocks were a great way to show off our balancing
skills too and show Superato another way to keep
healthy.
Supertato is a hero potato who saves all the other
vegetables from the Evil Pea. Back in class, the
children have been talking about healthy eating.
They’ve made veg soup; discussing what foods are
good and what are bad.

Year 6 Young Leaders Academy
Today we sent off 6 Young Sports Leaders from Year 6 to Furness College – they are
the first group of children selected to join 11 other Furness Schools to the new Sports
Academy venture – working in collaboration with Barrow AFC and Furness College
Sports Students. The aim of the morning was to upskill young people to assist with
future Inspiring Infants PE events.

The children thoroughly enjoyed the morning and listened really well to the instructions
given. They were able to run through the activities that they will be expected to
demonstrate to the infant participants. They were also encouraged to praise each
other as they would be doing with infants and offer coaching tips to help the children.
The Inspiring Infants event will be held in December and the children are really looking
forward to the challenge. Well done Luna, Paige, Daniel, Kian, Lesleyann and Kyra. They
represented St.George’s Primary with exemplary manners and enthusiasm.

Week 7
Year 4 Outdoor Learning – Swallows and Amazons
Learning Outcomes:
1. To recreate scenes from Swallows and Amazons
2. To utilise the experiences of adventure and environment to
support and enrich their learning across the broader curriculum
3. To design and build a simple den by selecting equipment from a
simple materials pack
From starting Year 4 in September, Year 4 children have been immersed in the text
Swallows and Amazons. Today was the opportunity to recreate some of the scenes from
the book and experience the emotions, sights and sounds from paddling to a remote
island, making their own den and eating hotdogs with friends. Excitement for this trip
was running high and Year 4 were very lucky to experience their adventure in glorious
sunshine and the back drop of the impressive mountain range, including Coniston Old
Man.

The children were superb on this trip – their excitement from leaving school until getting
back was infectious. Throughout the trip they worked well in teams to paddle in rafted
canoes a considerable distance from Waterpark to Peel Island – Wildcat Island for today!
They had previously worked in small teams back in school to design their shelter with
accompanying flag and team name. They were given simple materials and had to use these
and natural materials/trees to make their den.
Once they had completed their den they were able to eat their dinner (including hotdogs) in
comfort!
On land, the children enjoyed a trek through very muddy fields and streams. They looked
for conkers and tried to catch falling, autumn leaves.
When the children were back at Waterpark they bravely went for a splash around and
paddle – some even daring to dunk right under! Overall a fantastic day. Back in class the
children have continued to study the text and have many made so many links to learning.

Cyclo-cross Event – Furness College
This was the first cyclo-event of the year, and once again we were able to enter an
enthusiastic team of Year 5 and Year 6 children. The event was held at Furness
Academy which meant our riders could warm up with a cycle ride to the event.
This event comprised of a long, hilly course in which riders had to make it 4 times
round! After lots of rain in the week and riders on the course, it became increasingly
difficult. As expected, our children demonstrated excellent resilience and
determination to complete the course.

We didn’t get any winners on the day – but as always, our children are winners in our
eyes as they gave 100% effort. All riders said they had a lovely time and would look
to participate again in future events.

Cross Country Event – Year 5 and 6
Having no cross country event last year, it was good to put a team in for the event this
year. Again it was held at Furness Academy – unfortunately for our runners it was on
the Cyclo-Cross track that had been used and churned up on the morning! The runners
did really well considering the heaviness of the mud. We had some great efforts and a
placing of 11th by Ruby in Year 6!

Week 8
Sports Hall Athletics – Year 3 and 4
After some promising practise sessions, this year’s Year 4 athletics team were excited
to be heading to the Indoor Athletics event. We have bought a turning board to
practise on this year and it made all the difference to the confidence the children went
with. The team was made up of 6 girls and 6 boys. Each child competed in 2 track
events and 2 field events. In total, 21 school teams entered over a morning and
afternoon session and St.George’s managed to come an impressive 8th. This was a 10
place improvement on last year!

Outdoor Learning – Reception – Ford Park and Hoad
Learning Outcomes:
Physical Understanding the World and Physical Development:
1. Children show good control and co-ordination in large and small movements.
2. They move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space.
3. Talk about the features of their own immediate environment about the features
of their own immediate environment.
This week we headed out with Reception class for their full day of Outdoor Learning.
We were very lucky to have sunny, if somewhat cold, day to head off to Hoad in
Ulverston.

Earlier this week, many of the children had listened to story-teller, Taffy Thomas, so the first task we
had to was to find the story tellers chair in the walled gardens at the foot of Hoad. Here the children
sat and listened to pre-recorded stories and could make links to their experiences with Taffy earlier in
the week. The walk up the front of Hoad was challenging for such “little people” but not a single one
complained – they were too busy pointing out things they could see and eager to reach the top. They were
in awe once we reached the top! After a short time, we headed back down, taking in time to talk about
the sheep and cattle, before reaching the park and having a lunch. We had lots of sleepy heads on the
way home – clearly a very busy, first full day out of learning for Reception.

Barrow AFC v Sutton United Guard of Honour
Saturday 2nd November, 10 children from Year 4 met at BAFC to make up the guard of
honour for the players. This event was a celebration of a recently won competition that
celebrated the diversity of local supporters in Barrow. The message behind the event
was Furness Families Against Hate. Violet, from Year 4, was the winner of a poster
competition and her entry was printed on t-shirts that the player wore during their
warm-up.
During the guard of honour, children waved flags to represent each of the home
countries that out Furness families are from. They then stood in a one-minute salience
out of respect of Remembrance.

Week 9
Key Steps 2 Gymnastics
Our young team went to Furness Academy for the qualifying round of Key Steps
Cumbria Schools Championships.

Once again our girls have shown just
what they are capable of. Having
competed against school teams they
came a resounding 2nd – this means
they have qualified for Furness
finals later this year.
Each of the girls, Eva Mae, Violet,
Sophia, Lexi, Lexi and Amy, all
performed a slick floor sequence
before then attacking the vault.
These girls were county winners in
2018 so have set their aims high on
a repeat performance. We wish
them all very good luck.

Outdoor Learning Year 5 – Paddle Sports
Learning Outcomes:
Adventurous Activities and Geography
1. take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges both individually and
within a team
2. to utilise the experiences of adventure and environment to support and enrich
their learning across the broader curriculum
This was the first of 5 sessions for Year 5 to work towards the BCU Paddle Start
Award. The land activity today was focused on map reading – something the children
have been working hard on in class and during their last Outdoor Learning trip.

Most children were excited to begin
their canoeing experience, and even
the very nervous exceeding their
own expectations. Waterpark staff
were impressed with the skill levels
seen in just one session, excited to
see where the children can progress
over coming months.
The orienteering activity linked
perfectly with objectives in class.
Despite the very wet weather, the
children were enthusiastic - using
map keys to navigate the grounds to
find the orienteering check points.
They worked well in small teams to
complete the task.

Week 10
Year 5/5 Multi-Sports Inclusive Event and New Aged Kurling Competition
This multi-inclusive event encourages participation from children with either SEN or
usually does not participate in school competitions. Mrs Murdoch took 6 children to the
event held at Furness College. Throughout the morning they took part in a carrousel of
activities but breaking for lunch, then participated in a New Aged Kurling event in the
afternoon.

Outdoor Learning Year 1 – Walney Beach
Learning Outcomes: Science/Links to text “Storm Whale by Benji
Davies”.
1. distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made
2. identify and name a variety of common animals including, fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals
Year 1 headed off on a wet morning to Walney Beach. Original plans were amended due
to the weather, meaning we could not take the children on a walk to see the Highland
cattle at the north end of Walney. We spend the first half of the session beach
combing and looking for signs of sea life, before a play on the adventure playground.
Mrs Ellis had arranged for Year 1 to visit the recently re-furbished Round House,
meaning we could eat lunch in the warmth. After lunch the children were set a
scavenger hunt challenge. This included items that would test children’s understanding
of natural and unnatural, different varieties of see weed, and shells or skeletons of sea
creatures.

Children were picking up different objects from the beach and talking
about them been man made or natural. When they came across a jelly
fish they knew it was an invertebrate! The staff and visitors to the
Round House were impressed with the children’s behaviour – and singing
when they played Frozen! Children completed a scavenger hunt for
different objects on the beach. On return, they separated and sorted
their finds in different groups/categories. They are also completing
art and written work to thank the Round House for letting us eat lunch
in their lovely new hub.

Sports Hall Athletics – Year 5 and 6
This week saw the turn of Year 5 and Year 5 team to take on the Indoor Athletics
challenge. Again, we had some positive practise sessions using the new equipment
purchased this year. Once at the event our boys proved to be on a winning streak –
particularly in the speed running events. All children were confident throughout the
event, and as always represented our school to the highest levels. They were respectful
to other competitors and always supported each other during events. Unfortunately, we
didn’t place as high as we had hoped but there is always next year!

Outdoor Learning – Reception – Manjurshu Centre Woods
Learning Outcomes:
Physical Understanding the World and Physical Development:
1. Children show good control and co-ordination in large and small movements.
2. They move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space.
3. Talk about the features of their own immediate environment about the features
of their own immediate environment.
Outdoor Learning for Reception took us off to Ulverston to visit the woods backing
onto the Buddhist Manjurshi Centre. The children were eagerly looking for squirrels
and amazed that we saw 3 within minutes of arriving.

As can be seen by the pictures, the children are using their gross
motor skills with confidence to climb and balance on all the
natural obstacles found in the woods. The children enjoyed hiding
behind the trees and pretending no-one could see them – even
members of the public! They loved re-enacted the Three Little
Pigs story when they found the stick house! They saw squirrels
and talked about the different trees that they might live in.

